
Kenco-LP
Kenco Loss Prevention Technology 

®

Kenco-LP® is a tamper-evident security tag that is filled with technology. The tag can be used 
as a tamper-proof device to seal and track luggage along with people and items.  Kenco-LP® is 

inexpensive, simple to use and compatible with all print-on-demand methods.

Aaron Karan
Aaron@KencoLabel.com
www.KencoLabel.Com/LP
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Space: Tagging, sealing and identification of people, packages, luggage, and merchandise
Problem: Existing tags can be altered, forged, swapped, fall off, cannot seal or show tampering  
Solution: Kenco-LP® Tags - secure and tamper-evident identification tags

What can we do for TSA?... 
1. Secure and seal luggage with tamper evident identification tags before and after inspection
2. Use Kenco-LP® to expedite and manage mixing regular and Pre ✓ passengers - screeners open fewer bags
3. Identify luggage or merchandise and easily link it to an individual
4. Use proprietary software to link photo, video and documentation to the Kenco-LP® security tag
5. Kenco-LP® is RFID ready and is designed for print-on-demand using any print method (inkjet, thermal, toner, etc.)
6. Partner with offsite bag drop off services + more    
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Wrist Bands Luggage Seal Tags Identification Cards Security Tags

So What? Who Cares?
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Enter the Airport or Off-site Partner to begin the check-in process

Traveler to print 
and apply secure 

wristband and 
carry on seal tag

Enter secure gate, 
scan wristband and 
confirm biometrics

Kenco-LP® seal tag 
will confirm TSA Pre 
✓ and link x-ray to 
passenger 

With Kenco-LP®, the TSA experience 
will be faster and more secure
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On an annual basis,                ... 

https://www.tsa.gov/sites/default/files/resources/tsabythenumbers_factsheet.pdf

With Kenco-LP®

412,500,0000 
Passengers... 

1,100,000,000
Carry on bags 

511,000,000
Checked items

43,000
TSA officers

9,344,000
Flights

Self Check-in with TSA 
Kiosk

Mixed and faster screening 
with Kenco-LP® technology 
identifying TSA pre ✓ bags 

and linking imaging to a 
passengers

Luggage identified 
and securely sealed 
with tamper-evident 
Kenco-LP® Security 

Seal

Tamper-evident 
Kenco-LP® Security 

Seals used to provide 
access control and 

ensure no intrusion of 
restricted areas

Saving time and money 
by reallocating 

resources to higher risk 
passengers
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Kenco-LP® is a brand new, award winning, patented technology 

We are new to this space (TSA) and are looking for partners and 
ideas. Our technology can be configured in any size or shape and 
is compatible with many applications including print-on demand. 

Please reach out to me and my team so we can work together to 
improve passenger security, and experience. 
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